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The climate of Germany varies less from north to south than from
west to east. This is because the country as a whole slopes upward from
north to south, and becomes more continental from west to east. Thanks
to the slope the temperature in the parts where people live is about the
same at all latitudes. In both summer and winter the port of Stettin
in northern Germany on the Baltic Sea has the same average temperature
as Friedrickshafen on Lake Constance 450 miles farther south. On the
other hand, west winds from the ocean warm northwestern Germany
so much in winter that the climate is very different from what it is farther
inland. Although Bremen lies more than 14° of latitude north of Balti-
more, it has the same January temperature, 33°. As one goes direcdy
eastward from Bremen, the winters become colder until at the eastern
border of Germany the average is only 22°. The summer becomes some-
what warmer, with a July average of 65° instead of 63°.
So great a country as Germany naturally has many large cities. One
group consists of seaports, most of which are located at the mouths of
rivers. On the west, Bremen lies on the Weser River nearly 40 miles
from its mouth and from the subsidiary port of Bremerhaven where the
largest steamers have to land. Only 60 miles from Bremen 'the much
greater port of Hamburg is located at the mouth of the Elbe River.
With its suburbs of Altona and Harburg it has a million and a half
people. About 60 miles to the north Kiel lies on the Baltic coast at the
end of the Kiel Canal which cuts across the peninsula of Denmark.
Farther east the great port of Stettin has grown up on the Oder River
far back from the open Baltic, while Konigsberg in East Prussia (the
northeast corner of Germany) is on a smaller river. Thus Germany has
two great ports facing the North Sea, two facing the Baltic, and one,
Kiel, which belongs to both seas. The North Sea ports, however, are
much the larger and more important. All the main German ports
except Kiel lie well back from the sea, and thus are protected from naval
attack in time of war. Even Kiel lies at the head of a narrow bay ten
miles from open water.
Where a plain lies between highlands and the sea, the two most
favorable places for cities are generally at the mouths of the rivers along
the seacoast, and at the inner edge of the plain where rivers flow out
of the highlands. We have just seen that the German seaports are mainly
located in one of these types of places. Between the seaports and the
edge of the highlands there are no German cities of more than 200,000
population except Berlin (4,500,000). On the border of the plain, how-
ever, in western Germany alone the following cities of more than 300,000
inhabitants lie in a curve around the base of the highlands: Cologne,
Diisseldorf, Wuppertal, Duisburg-Hamborn, Gelsen-kirchen, Essen,

